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D.C.S.S. election results 
It's official! Three quarters 
of the Glavin I Woods I Wong 
I Ord slate were given the 
by JOHN McDONALD 
mandate in the April 4th 
D.C.S .S. electtons, the except-
ion being the defeat of treas-
urer candidate Regan Ord by 
Cindy Davis . 
Successful presidential can-
didate Michael Glavin spoke 
at length on the aims of the 
new government. 
" We intend to maintain a 
high profile with respect to 
administration in order to 
make them continually aware 
of the student society pres-
ence," said Glavin, "and we 
will try to induce from them a 
more sympathetic response to 
issues concerning students." 
In regards to the outgoing 
government, Glavin said there 
has been an effort of late to 
become more involved in the 
governance of the college 
which he sees as a positive 
move, but Glavin added that it 
shows up the fact that there 
was a notable lack of purpose, 
previously. 
"I'm really confident in 
terms of our ability to effect 
change, " said Glavin, who 
believes that the new govern-
ment will be a more cohesive 
and effective group represent-
ing the students . 
"The essence of what we 
are trying to do is to provide 
the greatest defence of edu-
cation possible in the face of 
the present government's as-
sault on the concept of edu-
cation as opposed to train-
ing," he said. 
Glavin has no immediate 
major expenditures other than 
a proposal for a concourse 
clock. 
Quorum queried 
Most of the agenda was 
approved before quorum was 
questioned at the March 28th 
Annual General Meeting for 
the Other Pub I ication Society. 
John McDonald, news co-
ordinator for the O.P. ques-
tioned quorum when the line 
item of a proposed 25 percent 
increase in the O.P. student 
levy was raised . 
" I don ' t think that 7 or 8 
people should decide on a fee 
increase for the whole student 
body," said McDonald in ref-
erence to the poorly attended 
A.G.M. which had dwindled 
in size towards the end . 
As a result, an new A.G.M. 
has been scheduled for Tues-
day, April 16th . 
McDonald added that he 
would question quorum again 
if the fee increase proposal 
was brought up again and the 
20 member or 20 percent of 
membership minimum requir-
ed for quorum was not a-
chieved. 
The proposed increase 
would see the fee levied at 
registration climb from $4.00 
per semester to $5 for a 
full-time student. 
In order to vote at the 
A.G.M. a student, full or part 
time, must have paid his fees 
in full and signed the O.P. 
membership book at least 24 
hours before the meeting . 
Students wishing to sign the 
book should inquire at room 
1602 with their valid Douglas 
College I.D. cards . 
Business concluded before 
quorum was questioned, in-
cluded acceptance of the min-
utes of last year' s A.G.M., the 
appointment of Yada, Tomp-
kins, and Humphries as ac-
countants for the society' s 
books , and a number of am-
endments to the proposed 
constitution which was sub-
sequently approved . 
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. He will be actively looking 
into the possibility of leasing 
an off-campus S.U.B., and will 
be calling for immediate re-
instation of social events in-
cluding, but not limited to, 
on-campus pub nights . 
Incumbent Susan Woods, 
re-elected by a landslide, sees 
meetings by the executive 
during the summer to plan for 
the next year as an immediate 
concern . 
She wants to review all 
committees that pertain to 
student society dealings with 
administration so that "com-
mon sense proposals" can be 
made. 
Woods believes that her 
mid-term election to the exec-
utive hampered her effective-
ness . 
"When I took office, I was 
elected into a senate that was 
already set in its ways in 
terms of involvement, partici-
pation and cooperation and I 
was limited in what I could 
achieve," said Woods, " but 
now I'll be working with a 
brand new 
She also believes that the 
new executive will be success-
ful, because of the unified 
nature of the candidates . "All 
four candidates share an es-
sential philosophy," said 
Woods. 
Treasurer Cindy Davis and 
secretary David Wong were 
unavailable for comment at 
press time. However, each 
received a clear majority over 
their opponents, receiving 139 
votes and 122 votes respect-
ively. 
Poorly planned parade panned 
" Education is like bread, it 
is meant to be shared by 
everyone'' was one of the 
many signs carried by the 
by TAlUS YOO 
poorly supported demonstrat-
ors from Douglas and Langara 
Colleges at last Thursday's 
Education parade. 
Concerns raised by Student 
Society President Jessie Sed-
hu were that " Community 
colleges will not be serving the 
community anymore because 
community programs and div-
ision funding from the Min-
istry has been cut off." Sedhu 
also felt that accessibility has 
been cut down by lack of 
funding . 
One concern raised by the 
demonstrators was the 10.5 
percent tuition increase and 
the $10 application fee for new 
students in September. " That 
doesn't guarantee the courses 
you want, but (takes) $10 out 
of your pocket," said Sedhu . 
Other students such as the 
Speaker of th€ Student Sen-
ate, Matt Owers, felt that for a 
country to be innovative and to 
produce, it has to be educated. 
Percy Peacock, a criminol-
ogy majo~ felt that cutbacks 
are difficult for students such 
as himself who are living 
alone, self supporting, and 
going to school. By raising the 
tuition fee it would just make 
it harder for him to go to 
school and be able to support 
himself. 
Many of the demonstrators 
raised the question of getting 
a job after graduation and the 
lack of jobs available. "They're 
offering students jobs at Expo 
to vend popcorn for $3 .65 an 
hour, but it costs $16 an hour 
for four months to pu~ them-
selves through school, " said 
Regan Ord. 
Another student, Sue Der-
rick, felt that education cut-
backs were hurting individuals 
who want to go to college, but 
are not able to because of the 
lack of programs offered . Der-
rick also said that Student 
Society Vice-President Susan 
Woods felt that money given 
to the B.C. government by 
Ottawa should be used for 
education, but when channel-
led to other projects is not 
justifiable. 
A minority of students who 
wish to remain anonymous, 
believe that Douglas College 
is no more affected than other 
schools in the province. Some 
believed that though they may 
be paying $1000 a year for 
tuition and supplies, students 
in the U.S . are paying $10,000 
a year, and B.C. students 
should be p:eased. 
Some felt that the parade 
was silly and the demon-
strators were not effective in 
getting their point across. 
Others felt that more prepara-
tion and awareness was need-
ed, and as a result, a better 
turnout could have been poss-
ible. Many students felt that 
since everything else was 
continued on page 2 
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Conservative cash on campuses 
MONTREAL [CUP]--The 
United States Industrial Coun-
cil Educational Foundation 
based in Tennessee bankroll-
ed the seven conservative 
clone newspaf)ers that appear-
ed on campuses in Ontario and 
Quebec last fall. 
Jeffr~y Dodt, programs dir-
ector at the USIC in Brent-
wood, Tennessee, said the 
foundation also gave funds 
and layout assistance to the 
~ill tvtagazine, University 
of Toronto tvtagazine, and 
Lib€"rta5 at Queen's Univer-
sity. 
Dodt said he thought it was 
a good idea to publish the 
seven clones, which had iden-
tical interior formats but dif-
ferent covers. 
."They got our message 
out," Dodt said. 
The newspapers were all ' 
published by part-time McGill 
student Francis Willers, who 
is now producing a national 
right-wing student magazine Dodt said there is a network ations program, the foun~a~ work "best def~nds and pro-
expected to appear this week. forming in the U.S. of groups tion had established conserva- motes traditional values and 
While the New York based with similar goals: forming tive newspapers on a dozen the principles of the free 
Institute for Educational Af- journalists who have a conser- university campuses by 1983. market." 
fairs, which also gave money vative bias and bringing con- In that year, "leading profes- Financially, the foundation 
to the Canadian conservative servative ideas onto campus. sional conservative cartoonists is doing very well. Income 
newspapers, is more concern- to more than 40 conservative grew from $124,00> in 1980 to 
ed with start-up grants, the "Campuses can be very newspapers and journals, $370,00> in 1984. In its 1983 
USIC offers personalized ser- hostile to new ideas and some playing a visible role in the annual report, the 
vices and expertise. The foun- newspapers have a very hard battle of ideas at many of says it got 46 per cent of 
dation provided professional time getting established," America's teading schools." . income from foundations and 
conservative journalists, edi- Dodt said. "Our message to The council has a15o estab- trusts, 26 per cent from cor-
torial adh~ice adnd ~ethods for ~~~:.' i~, 'You're not in it lished two journalism award porations, 23 per cent from 
approac mg a vert1sers. programs to "find outstanding individuals and 6 per cent 
These services are provided The USIC, founded in 1974, young writers and encourage from dividends and interest. 
for free to "give them (right- mainly to sponsor anti-Com- them to become opinion lead- However, the "foundations 
wing newspapers) the oppor- munist lecture tours, extended ers in their field," so that they and trusts" figure is mislead-
tunity to compete against oth- into student journalism in will "promote and defend the ing since most foundations 
er university publications," 1981 . traditions of a free society." and trusts get their · money 
Dodt said. Through its campus public- Winners are those whose from corporate donations. Fred Clarkson of Inter- ,...... __ ....;;;.. ___ ;.......;... _______________________ --:-_ _.. 
change, a Washington organi- One action the concerned standings," said Derrick. 
zation which monitors right- students hope to take is the The point raised by the 
wing activity, said although proposed _summer semester, concerned students is to show 
the lEA and USIC have similar from page 1 program. This is ~n attempt to· the government that they are 
goals, "the USIC is much help students, in tutorial fash- not apathetic, and they care 
more right-wing and has fewer lgoing up, the cost of education ion, get ready for the fall about their education·, even if 
academics than the lEA." was bound to increase as well. semester. they have to teach themselves. 
· At the moment it seems that 
the majority of students don't The tuition would be 50 "We're trying to make the 
care about the effects of cents per student, and the government aware that we 
education cutbacks. They do money received would be giv- care enough about our fu-
agree that something should en as a scholarship "to a de- ture," said Regan Ord, "and 
be done, but none of them serving student who has maybe the government should 
knew how to get the point shown a need, not just how be concerned with tomorrow1 
across . well they did in -the acaaemic not just today." 
320 6th St. New Westminster 
FREE HOME DELNERY 
524-6322 524-8222 524-8177 
Steaks-Seafood 
Italian- Greek Dishes 
& Pizza House 
Monday to Thursday 11:30-2:00 
Friday & Saturday 11:30-3:00 
Sunday & Holidays. 4:00-11:00 
VISA · AMERICA EXPRESS MASTER CHARGE 
PLAIIIIIG A PARTY? 
Try our Rent-Free Banquet Rooms 
Small Room 10- 40 People 
Large Room 50- 200 People 
Includes Dancing Area 
and Built-in Stereo 
ABSOLUTELY FREE 
All You Pay For Is The Food 
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D. C. wrestling 
The Douglas College wrest- Canadian Jr. Champion, and POTIERS 
ling team closed its season last he was nar~owly defeated. . 
Tuesday night by winning five H~avywe~ght. C~rge Tosm -
of their nine matches against c<;mt1.nued.h1s ~mn~ng ways by BILLIARDS pmnmg h1s P1tt R1ver oppon-
by BILL McCRAE ent in 30 seconds, and new-
cornier Cal Wong also looked 
tough American and Pitt River 
competition. 
Australian import Jeff Wan-
ker pinned both of his oppon-
ents in an impressive display 
of wrestling, while Craig Am-
undsen defeated the 1985 B.C. 
High School Champion 10-3. 
Craig's next match was again-
st Larry fhacker, a former 
impressive, pinning his man 
in the first round. 
In close matches, Marcel 
LaRose and Jordan Acorn be 
lost in the 190 and 136 pound 
weight classes respectively. 
The club now moves to 
S.F.U. for training purposes 
over the summer. Practises 











1. Levy increase 
2. Other business 
3. Date of next meeting 
4. Adjournment 
You can be a voting member 
by signing the membership book 
in room 1602 
24 hours in advance. 
Bring your valid D.C. student card. 





Open 7 Days A Week 
11 :00 a.m.- 12:00 p.m. 
A Great Way To 
Relax Between Classes 
If you are between 18 and 25 , enjoy meeting people from all walks of life, 
just drop into our office with a separation slip from your lost employer and we 
will start you off in B.C: s largest industry. It takes just six to eight weeks. 
Canada 
C.U.I.C. 
I+ Canadian Unemployment 
and Insurgence Corporation 
WORKING HARDER TO KEEP YOU FROM WORKING 
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The Extremely Cheap Detective Pt. 2 
·-
by DAVE WATSON promptly filled with ether fumes, not "What was that?" screamed Miss 
enough tq_knock me ot&_but i_ust Selanious. 
Our hero,private eye Phillip Marlowe,has been hired by enough to sever the connection be- "Sounds like a G-40 anti-personnel 
tween my brain and the rest of my mine to me," I replied wittily. She 
Lola Cuisinart to fmd her father,Professor Sunbeam Cuisinart,· body. ~ helplessly watched Lum and glared at me so I quickly amended my 
who has been kidnapped by a gang' led by the elderly Miss another henchman pick me up and first statement. 
carry me into the room I had looked in "But, that's just an opinion." Selanious. Cuisinart is an inventor of kitchen appliances earlier. "You realize we are going to kill you 
whose mysterious new invention has also been stolen by the Everyone greeted me in one way or or, to be more precise, Lum will," she 
k M 1 did ' I h 1 f h t f" d c . . another. Surprisingly, the most ob- volunteered."You shouldn't hit CrOO S. ar OWe n t ave a CUe 0 OW 0 ill UISmart, scene greeting came not from Lum but with furniture ." 
but luckily he finds a piece of _Qaper with the address of Miss from Professor Cuisinart. "Can I ask a last question? With the 
Sel · · Wh h · h · k k "You blew it, asshole." Just what I tight security the professor placed on aniOUS On It. en e amves , e IS noc ed OUt and needed to hear. Now I hated the whole this project, how did you find out about 
im'prisoned in the basement. Shrewd psychology (and a well family. Lum walked over to Miss it?" I had to stall. If Lola followed my 
. . h Selanious and the other henchman instructions, she would have left for placed hit by an oak desk) enable Marlowe to escape Wit began to confiscate my arsenal. the police by now. 
the address of the Professor's location. Before going there· "Look ~t all t~is stuff. If this guy "It was easy to find out about the 
Lol d M 1 H - , ' had the slightest 1dea of what to do he laser Cuisinart ordered . Lum delivered a an ar owe stop at appy Harry s Gunstore to would have been dangerous. He even it. He has a day job, too, with Federal 
pu~chase enough weapons to take over Cuba. Harry has has a peashooter in his boot .. 25, t~at Express. Do you have a last request?" 
. . wouldn't stop a hamster. Even a Sw1ss "Yes. I was at the movies last night 
JUSt rung Up hiS purchases. Army knife. That's everything . and a piece of popcorn is stuck 
"Th~t comes to $2743.95. Would that if I was killed I couldn't drink I was cleaned out, but I could move between two teeth. It's just killing me. 
you like help carrying this out to your anymore, so I had three last drinks. slightly. The anesthetic must be Could I borrow the ivory toothpick in 
C<!r?" If I was going to die, I wantep to die wearing off. I could also talk, so I the Swiss Army knife?" 
"''.No, I think she can manage!! all." happy. Lola interrupted my sad decided to get some answers . Perhaps "Give it to him, Lum." 
It took her two trips, but we finally- thoughts of impending mortality. _ if I could buy some time I could regain Lum gave me the toothpick and 
got back on the road . "Mr. Marlowe." ~ ~___..,.....,_ . enough control of my limbs to run through sleight of hand I managed to 
"Mr. Marlowe, do you think we'll "Yes, what do you want?" · away or something. put it in my mouth with the elastic. I 
need all these weapons?" "Are you done wasting time?" "So, like, what's all this about? used all the muscles in my tongue to 
"I'd rather bring four too many than "Yes." What's this invention that's causing hook the elastic over my canine teeth 
one too few. Be prepared, that's my "Then go rescue my father ." all the fuss?" The professor put his and pulled it back to my uvula. I 
motto." 1 stepped out into the alley. The hand up first so I let him answer. loaded my crude slingshot with the 
"I thought that was the Boy Scout moon was obscured by clouds, making "My invention is a Nuclear Fusion- toothpick, looked Lum straight in the 
motto." it so dark that I nearly tripped over one ... powered High Intensity Laser Peach eye, and smiled. 
"I lease it to them. Turn here and of the mines. That wouldn't make for a Pit Vapourizer. NFHILPPV for short, At first I though I had missed, but 
cruise slowly down the block, I want to very good writeup in the morning although I think the marketing board then Lum fell to the ground with the 
check out the place." paper. might want to rename it ." I was more toothpick sticking out of his back, 
_ Number 42 was a seedy dump with a 1 reached the back fence and confused than ever. having passed directly through his 
collapsed porch and termite holes that scanned the house through the infra- "The damn thing is four feet heart. 
looked like they' d been made by a red sniperscope. All the windows were square. Why would anyone buy some- llept over to the pile of my weapons 
Volkswagen Bug. That might sound . dark except one in the basement. thing that big and expensive just to and set off a couple of tear gas 
bad, but this was the show home of the Through it I could see Miss Selanious, hollow out peaches?" grenades to immobilize the other two. 
district. I decided to attack from the Lum Oxx and two other henchmen. " Well , with further modifications it Unfortunately, I didn't have a gas 
back, so we pulled into the alley. We The professor was tied to a chair under could analyse any fruit and instantly mask, so I was pretty immobilized 
parked in the alley and I gave Lola a bright light. What a cliched set up. adjust to elimina_te jts pit. Orange?, myself. I managed to untie the 
some instructions . Suddenly I heard a hissing sound. I grapes and cherries were-easy but I'm professor and we were all having a 
" This could be dangerous . At least/ panicked because I thought it was a having trouble with apples . The model great time coughing and gasping for 
one of them is bound to be pretty mad snake, but it was only Lola. from my basement lab, now in this air when the police arrived . 
at me. If I'm not back in a half an hour, "Psst. Stop stalling, gumshoe." house, was only a prototype. Naturally "This is the police . If you' re not out 
or if there are gunshots, then drive to With these final words of encour- the commercial version would be much of there in five seconds, we're sending 
the police and tell them the whole agement from my client, I jumped the smaller." in tear gas." 
story. Do you know how to use a 9mm fence into a rather poorly kept back "Okay, l'll buy that . Now what I staggered to the window to tell 
assault rifle?" y~rd.l_ra.n_~:Ptoj:h~hous~~nq~@.nt~ make~th_issov~luabfet?these~[ook~? them not to bother, we already had 
"Yes." the plast1c explosive around whatever Is th1s mdustnal esp1onage? Th1s some, but they sent in more anyway. 1 
" Good girl. Take one of the UZI ' s" looked like a major structural point of time Miss Selanious put her hand up blacked out again and awoke in a 
I began to load up with some the building. I then approached the first. hospital bed . I had made the front 
weapons I might need. I put the back door. It was locked. A possible "We don't work for an appliance page of the paper and was considered 
Barretta in my boot. The other UZI had battle plan ran through my head. company, Th.e .protoype of Cuisil1C;\rt' s a hero. Two days later I was flown to 
a shoulder strap, which left my left I could shoot a couple of tear gas invention uses a military laser "that \\:'ashjngton for a special bravery 
hand free for the loaded grenade grenades through the basement Win- CQUfc{drifl.throughasafe's lockor~{h COftl(llendation . The General Electric 
launcher. I stuck the Ruger in the front dow and then unlock the door with 'the' a building, depending on the focus. Vice-President of Marketing pinned it 
of my pants, after making sure that the UZI . I would leap down the stairs, We had to kidnap the professor to on me in a brief ceremony filmed for a 
safety catch was on . I wouldn't want to quickly eliminate any opposition with show us how to work the machine, but commercial to be aired when the 
go off half-cocked . some of the weapons on me, and free ~e has been_ .. . uncooperative. Perhaps professor's invention was released to 
1 filled my pockets with plastic Lola's father. 1f we drag h1s daughter in here he will the public. 
explosive. Finally, 1 grabbed the He would pay me handsomely, and volunteer more information." Lum and Miss Selanious received 45 
hunting rifle and stood up. 1 must have Lola and I could settle down in a She sent a henchman out to get Lola. year prison terms. Ms . Gallstone sued 
been carrying an extra hundred suburban bungalow. Our kids would · Almost all physical control had return- me for shooting her once I became 
pounds . Now, not only was 1 prepared go to school down the street. Lola ed to my _body, but what good would it famous, but we settled out of court for 
for combat, but if the Earth's rotation- would begin to get bored with do? My nde was about to be captured. an undisclosed sum. The professor's 
al speed was suddenly cut in half, I nothing to do around the house (no I _looked through my pockets for any invention was released as the Atomic 
would be much less likely to be hurtled wife of mine is going to work!l She'd kmd of weapon, but only found a Depitter (a stupid name) without my 
kicking and screaming through the meet a former Mr. Fiji and have a wild rubber band. I held on to it, it was performance featured in the advertis-
lower atmosphere. affair with him, befor running away better _than nothing. Suddenly a loud ing. 
A last minute thought struck me, so with the money from our joint checking explos1on from the alley got every- Inspired by my success as an invest-
1 placed four mines across the alley account. That tramp. It would serve one's attention. igator, I became the city's foremost 
twenty feet in front of the car to protect her right if I just took off, leaving her missing person and pet detective. And 
Lola. I reminded her to back out when father at the mercy of these criminals . Lola? Lola's my secretary. I gave up 
she left, hopefully with me and her Just as I was about to leave, I stepped drinking so she doesn't have to carry 
father . I took a drink to steady my on a trapdoor in the middle of the anything heavy up the stairs. How-
nerves, and another to reduce my porch. ever, she is getting tired of stealing 
sensitivity to pain. It occurred to me I fell into &.small sealed room which objets d'art for my private museum. 1 
PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT 
Applications are . now being taken for the posit,ion of OMBUDSPERSON 
QUALIFICATIONS: At least one semester at Douglas College. 
A grade Point Average of 2.5 or better. 
Good interpersonal skills. 
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: Noon, April 25, 1985 
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NOTE: Applications may be picked up in room 2780. For further information please contact 522-6038 
WARNING: Health and Welfare Canada advi~es that danger to health increases with amount smoked- avoid inhaling. Average per Cigarette-
Export "A" Light Regular "tar" 10.0 mg., nicotine 0.8 mg. King Size "tar" 10.0 mg., nicotine 0.8 mg. 
Export "A" Extra Light Regular "tar" 8.0 mg., nicotine 0.7 mg. King Size "tar" 9.0 mg., nicotine 0.8 mg. 
_~_c_i_6_~~" ri_l1~s;_1~_· ·s_~ ___ E3cjite>ria1---------------------------------------------
Well, if you ask me ... 
It's time to start asking questions Latin America, where U.S. interest is a booming business. turn to illicit drug_s. 
and demanding answers. high. The Grenadians were kept from Doctors benefit by making people . -~ho are the btg guys that control 
Why is education being cut back? becoming educated. dependent on drugs. The whole sys- dhcu drugs, anyway? Coca leaves, 
Why is the crime rate increasing? In South Mrica, whites have free tern benefits by having people depend- opium and most ma~ijuana com~ f~om 
· education while blacks must pay. 190 ent on alcohol. Third World countnes where It ts a 
by RHONDA JESCHKE 
Why are new diseases cropping up and 
epidemics of old diseases renewed? 
Why is our planet being polluted 
beyond repair with chemicals? Why 
are people in 3rd world countries 
starving while Ronald Reagan wants 
support for his "Star Wars"? Why 
aren't the public privy to government 
docu!Peqts? Why is Reagan opposed 
to the Equal Rights Amendment? 
In the 1960's there was an open door 
policy for education. Mature women 
and ethnic groups took advantage of 
the opportunity. Now education is 
being severely cut back. Academics 
challenge governmental policies, be-
cause education tends to make people 
more critical. Liberal Arts in particular 
are being stomped on because art is 
used to express thought. 
The countries that have free post-
secondary education seem to be the 
ones most opposed to nuclear arms (ie. 
France and Australia). 
Grenadians were on their way to 
becoming more educated, economical-
ly independent and socially aware ... 
before U.S. invasion . A popular slogan 
before the invasion was "If you don't 
know, learn, if you do know, teach.'' 
Grenada was invaded, not because it 
was a military threat to the U.S., but 
because the Grenadians would serve 
as an example to the Carribean and 
million pounds is spent on white mili· Alcohol is a disease-causing drug. natural resource that involves billions 
tary training, while 8 million pounds is Alcohol was given to native peoples of dollars an? where labour is dirt 
spent on black education. worldwide as a way of undermining cheap. We wdl probably never know 
In Canada, particularly in B.C., it is their culture. Alcoholism contributes who is at the top of the drug world. 
becoming exceedingly more difficult to to many other detrimental social The public does not have admittance 
get an education, especially for those conditions as well; poverty, wife- to such information. 
from lower-income families. battery, car accidents, child abuse, In fact, we don't know what goes on 
Lawyers, judges, doctors, psychia- etc. Advertising of alcohol connects until policies have already been imple-
trists and politicians generally have booze with prosperity, fun and excite- mented. The U.S. government has top 
had higher education. Many were for- ment. It is supposed to be glamourous secret documents on Canada that Can-
tunate enough to come from the right to drink. adian officials are not allowed to see. 
families and go to the right universit- It is also supposed to be glamourous Paradoxically, the government 
ies, where they made a circle of friends to smoke, yet there is a direct link to knows more about you than you do at 
who could help them in their careers. smoking and cancer and repiratory the push of a button (using your social 
The power of our system is with those diseases. Tobacco companies, by the insurance no.). Have you noticed that 
who have "old" money. The entire way, are major contributors to political your medical number and SIN are the 
world is in the power of a surprisingly parties. same? The medical information is 
few people-the Fortune 500. Governments use germ or biological stored in a computer in the U.S. 
The judges, lawyers, business exec- warfare to make people sick. T.B. is in Speaking of computers, they are 
utives, politicians (really only puppets epidemic proportions. Is anyone sus- here to stay. Many jobs are being lost 
for the multi-national companies) need picious that AIDS affects only certain to computers. Robot~cs _is now offered 
to have a system which enables them groups of people, namely Haitians, at B.C._I.T. The provmctal government 
to continue making money. The multi- homosexuals, hemophiliacs and junk- (by Bdl 19) now controls course 
nationals make money by advocating ies. Could AIDS really be nothing conten_t at B.C.I:T. Perhaps Bill Be~­
capitalism. Consume, consume, con- more than germ warfare? nett wtshes to dtvert the money he ts 
sume. Make people want what they Then there are going to be new supposed to allot to education to make 
don't have (or even need). diseases contracted via polluted air B.C. into another Silicon Valley or 
But if people are unemployed they and water. Insects grow immune to the another] apan. 
cannot afford the items of luxury (or chemicals sprayed to destroy them and Conceivably, Mr. Bennett may be-
even necessity). So what happens? end up biting us with these poisons. gin to tell us that it is more economical 
There is animosity between those who (Sleeping sickness in Manitoba was to use computers for education. One 
have and those who don't, and the contracted from mosquito bites). Our can be educated at home with "a 
crime rate increases. With the abolish- government does not take the subject high-tech version of the old corres-
ment of many of the social services to of hazardous waste as seriously as-they pon~enc~ course.'' . . 
help those less fortunate, the justice should. The ~dea •.s _cur:endy bemg ac~e.pted m 
system and the does I was shocked to hear on the radio 7 umversttles m the U.S. If 1t ts only 
~----------------__;.-----~-.:....---:.--''---- last summer that a professor at S.F.U. you and the person on the screen 
The Other Press accused the Minister of Agriculture communicating, you won't be able to 
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with spraying crops with a chemical interact with fellow stud~n~s. . 
that had some of the same constituents Computers have butlt-m surved-
that Agent Orange has. (Agent Orange lance programs. It is ~y opinion that 
was used in the Vietnam war and computers depersonahze people. Al-
caused birth defects.) ready there are bartending robots that 
Third World Countries are constant- take voice orders but won't serve if the 
ly used as guinea pigs for multi- voice is disto:ted by _alcoho~. 
national products. The copper-T (an Soon, mad servtce wdl all be 
intra-uterinal device, IUD for short) electronically transferred, reducing 
was tested by American companies on privacy. Computers could be put to 
Canadian women. It is now banned good use, but will they be? 
because of serious complications (even With computers doing our work, we 
death) that could arise from its use. will become thinkers without thought. 
Women are frequently subjected to PASCAL is a computer language. 
experimental gadgets. Language is used to manipulate 
The medical profession abuses wo- people. If you can't read, you don't 
men, in psychiatry in particular. know what the newspapers say. If you 
Freud's philosophy is adapted by can't understand legal jargon, how can 
many practising psychiatrists today. you defend yourself in a court of law? 
Recently, it was found that some of Language programs at S.F.U. were 
Freud's letters have been kept secret. cut. Canada's native people were 
Sigmund had written to a colleague forced to speak English in white 
seeking advice on what to do about a schools. If a native language is forgot-
woman who had told Freud that she ten, people forget their roots and 
had been sexually abused as a child. culture. Abolishing a ~rson's lang-
The colleague said that Freud was to uage is ~ form of control. It blur~ their 
tell the woman she had imagined it. true htstory for the . Takmg a 
How many women today, then, are language from a people causes dis-
told that their sexual abuse is a unity. Most people in Third World 
figment of their imagination? countries are illiterate; it pays the 
Women are very often prescribed multi-nationals and governments to 
tranquilizers to placate them, dull keep them that way. 
their senses, keep them quiet and Multi-nationals frequently exploit 
make them forget. Third World countries for their natural 
Psychiatrists prosper from the var- resources. The rain forest in Brazil is 
ious mental illnesses of our time oft~n being depleted. Water and -air are 
caused from the effects of psychol?~tc- being polluted from industry. 
al warfare b~stowed upo~ us. Sutctde In South Africa, foreign companies 
rates have nsen dramatically, espec- make 5 times as much money there 
ially amo~ng y~ung people. They see than elsewhere because of cheap black 
no hope m thetr bleak future. Many labour. In Third World · 
people are still struggling to produce 
food using such ancient methods as 
oxen and plough, while in some 
industrialized nations people are worr-
ied about space technology. 
Maybe the reason space technology 
is being explored is so that some 
people will be able to live on other 
planets. Reagan is getting pretty old; 
he might want to go out in a blaze of 
glory. Being a religious fanatic he 
probably believes in Armageddon. He 
might even want to be the one to push 
the button to start "hell on earth" . 
Ronald Reagan wants support for 
"Star Wars" , while human beings 
live in poverty and despair . 
The U.S. has so much power over us 
via the media. There is so much vio-
lence on T.V. it ' s sickening. We are 
satiated with violence. With satiation 
we become desensitized-violence be-
comes acceptaole . 
There is a defmite link between vio-
lence in real life and violence on T.V. 
Children are the most susceptible. If 
children are exposed to violence and 
hate, they will in turn be violent and 
hate. 
In Third World countries, children 
are born with wars going on around 
them. They have no idea what they are 
fighting for, but senseless violence is a 
way of life for them. In Iraq, adole-
scents are brainwashed to believe that 
if they take the front lines, they will 
have the " key" which will enable 
them to eternal life . 
Children are extremely vulnerable 
to social conditioning. Hitler knew 
that, that's why he had the Hitler 
Youth. Mr. T is a favourite among 
children today. He brings gold, artill-
ery and violence to the A-Team. Mr. T 
l.eavlng us ••ltlnd 
The friend has left us behind 
is also a born-again Baptist. Ronnie 
Reagan and him are pretty tight, as 
are Ronnie and Jerry Falwell. Which 
brings us to the subject of religion. 
Ronnie and] erry are anti-ERA. It's 
not surprising. Christianity preaches 
that women are supposed to submit to 
their husband's wishes. The Bible 
condones wife-beating. Muslem reli-
gions are even worse for being 
chauvanistic. Why are there no female 
religious leaders? 
Pope Michael was a woman who got 
'her position by keeping her sexual id-
entity a secret. She was finally 
discovered and burned at the stake. 
Religious, political and sports insti-
tutions are all male-oriented, and all 
violence-oriented. Why aren't women 
allowed to have power? 
I would like to make something clear 
before I go on. I am a woman and a 
pacifist. I am not a lesbian, nor do I 
hate men. I find it increasingly dificult 
to defend my position. I am tired of 
being laughed at, ignored and dismiss-
ed because of my sex. 
If we are to believe that history is 
destined to repeat itself, perhaps we 
should notice that throughout history 
and its many wars, men were and still 
are in control. Any matriarchal soc-
ieties were wiped out. 
I am not advocating that women 
should take over the world, just that 
they should have more equal repre-
sentation and more say in what goes 
on in the world. 
Who is responsible for the portrayal 
of women? Traditionally, men. As 
women gain a stronger voice, more 
effort is used to subdue them. Drugs, 
physical abuse and pornography are 
used. 
two princesses 
and now lies still in the wooden casket. sat sunbathing on 
the towering rocks 
above us Powerless 
we parade before her. 
Thoughts 
tighten the voice. 
All has stopped except 
the rain which 
drenches 
the vacant stares and 
the blind eye of 
death. 
The priestly image 
tom through a 
multitude of 
resurrections, deaths and 
living, issues 
a rote of 
sorrow. 
Far off in 
the comer of 
the pulpit a 
silent vigil of 
solemn song 
weeps into the 
mourning. 




our words as 
we try to console. 
But she left us behind 
and no longer lies in the wooden casket. 
JosK. 
we satfar 






their beauty was constantly 
thrown 
at us like a 
bouncing ball 
i just laughed 
how silly they are 








Pornographic images often depict 
women with their mouths gagged. 
Could it be that men do not want to 
hear what they have to say? Many of 
the protestors of war and advocates of 
human rights are women, many who 
are educated. 
Women are supposed to remain 
silent. They shouldn't protest the fact 
that they may be the scapegoat for 
their spouse's frustration . They aren't 
supposed to mention the fact that 1 out 
of 4 of them will be raped before the 
age . of 18. Child molestation is 
growmg. 
Playboy initiated child pornography 
in the 70's, but it went unnoticed until 
Hustler advocated it. I saw a cartoon in 
Hustler which showed a grown man 
holding a young girl's (about 10 years 
old) hand, while talking to his other 
male friend . The caption read, "It's a 
good thing I didn't get that penis 
enlarger." This is supposed to be 
humorous? What happens to the 
victims of child abuse? How are they to 
deal with the horrifying experience of 
being abused? If they do not get 
counselling they turn very angry. In 
B.C., one of the first social services cut 
by Bill Bennett was the child-abuse 
teams. 
It is interesting to note that at the 
height of Nazism in Poland, there was 
a great influx of pornography which 
Dear Other Press 
As a second year U. T. student 
enrolled in the Business Admin-
istration program, I have already taken 
many of the courses required for grad-
uation from Douglas College. Over the 
past 2 years my impressions of 
Douglas College, as an educational 
institute have been favourable. 
However I must, in the interest of 
other D. C. students as well as my own, 
point out that there are certain courses 
in the UT program that are not 
sensitive nor adaptable to the needs of 
most students. It must be recpgnized 
that Business Administration has 
many areas of specialization. A stu-
dent has the choice, or at least should 
have the choice of which area he/she 
would want to specialize in. 
In order to reach a point where I am 
able to make a choice concerning 
specialization, I must take, and pass 
with a 3.00 CPA, Accounting 110 and 
210. These courses have very high 
standards and this is justifiable for any 
student wanting to specialize in this 
field. But what if the area of interest is 
personnel management? Should the 
student be forced to take accounting 
courses geared towards students spec-
Walk for 
peace 
So what if you're apathetic, or 
you've been left in the dark for the last 
while and feel totally unaware. Well, 
every human being on the face of this 
earth knows and understands the need 
for peace. 
So, if you can do one thing for 
humanity this year Walk for Peace on 
April 27th. 
The walk will begin at Kitsilano Park 
at 11:30 a.m., proceed over the 
Burrard Street Bridge, and end with a 
rally at Sunset Park. 
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encouraged violent and isolated sex-
uality, which in turn isolated people in 
political thought and social areas. 
The Nazis also knew that making 
people suspicious of one another and 
spying on each other is a good way of 
controlling them. The CSIS (Canadian 
civilian spy agency) is in op~ration in 
Canada. The CIA in the U.S. (vice-
president George Busch is a former 
CIA official), uses some very scary 
tactics in their operations . We are 
propagandized into believing that the 
Russians are the bad guys. We live in 
fear , hate is everywhere . 
So, what are we to do? To lose hope 
and optimism is to let them win. We 
must not detach ourselves from one 
another. Demand equality for human 
beings. Refuse to be sucked into the 
material scam. Boycott the multi-
national companies . Don't fight back 
with violence . You cannot beat a 
system with their methods. 
To change the system, ~e must start 
by changing ourselves and our ap-
athetic way of thinking. To have the 
greatest impact we have to join in a 
common cause . Take a stand. Have 
patience . Return to spirituality. To 
achieve the highest form of spiritual-
ity, you must be a total lover of 
mankind. Sounds like a good idea to 
me. 
ializing in accounting? 
Accounting courses that are suited 
to future CA' s or RIA's are not suited 
to the jack of all fields business 
administration student. Upon grad-
uation from Douglas College a busi-
ness admin . student should have a 
working knowledge in; english, com-
puters, social sciences, mathematics, 
economics, management fundament-
als, and accounting. In taking these 
courses I have found that all, with the 
exception of accounting, require a 
working knowledge of their related 
fields. 
The Accounting courses go beyond 
the working knowledge principle and 
concentrate on specialization. CA 
standards are imposed on students in 
the form of mid-term and final exams 
that far exceed the normal degree of 
difficulty found in class quizzes. 
Myself, as well as other students I 
know, have been lulled into a state of 
confidence through 95 and 100 percent 
correct quizzes, only to be knocked 
down by a C.A. standards mid-term 
exam that demands mastery of the 
material, backwards, forwards and 
inside out. 
I sympathize with the Accounting 
Department and the Chartered Ac-
countants Association predicament. 
Faced with a decreasing demand for 
accountants, many members belong-
ing to this dignified association are 
finding themselves out of work. Per-
haps they are justified in protecting 
their present unemployed members by 
restricting the entrance of new mem-
bers through tougher exams and 
higher standards. But why should I, as 
a student, have to bare the burden of 
these higher standards when I am not 
even interested in specializing in 
accounting? 
Perhaps a reintroduction of Ac-
counting 100_ would best suit the 
needs of the majority of business 
administration students not specializ-
ing in accounting! 
Don Sabo 
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Oh for the love of Bi 
Welcome to the year 1985. The year 
everybody is going to recover from all 
that Orwellian double-plus-ungood 
media hype that's been with us since 
1949, right? Well, maybe. 
by DOUG FINNERTY 
audience the impression that the 
movie is going to be a three-hour rock 
video. 
To update the situation, Mike 
Radford has since washed his hands of 
the whole mess . And the Eurythmics 
have exiled themselves to Switzerland 
where they will pass the time milking 
goats, socializing with the local Hare 
As everyone knows, Virgin Records Krishnas, and recovering from produc-
have seen fit to unleash George ing their best work ever. 
Orwell's terrifying vision onto the You see, 1984 has been used as a 
North ' American telescreen . Sur- hoax by folks like Time, New -Times, 
prised? Don't be. After all, the young and Newspeak, in order to confuse 
urban professionals who run Virgin are people. And to prove my point, let me 
the same folks who've brought us: outline a very simple fact that very few 
Edgar 2000, the personalized com- people are aware of - "George 
puter with its very own smiling person- Orwell" never really existed. He was 
al ity; merely a pen name used by somebody 
Virgin Atlantic, the no frills discount named .·· · , airlin~ for the trans-Atlantic jet set. Eric Arthur Blair was born in Moti-
Believed responsible for provoking a hari, Bengal in the year 1903. Blair 
riot at the Newark, New Jersey air described his family as belonging to 
terminal due to a policy of overbook- the "lower-upper-middle class" on the 
mgJ; grounds that his family was living on a 
CultureCiub, the mini-conglomerate small pension through his father's 
that markets androgyny. Its chairman minor job in the Indian Customs . 
of the board, a former boxer of Irish Soon, Eric was sent off to a 
descent named George O'Doud, has fashionable prep school on the south 
declared war on most of Britain's coast. There Eric did not fit in because 
Royal Family and media. "I had no money, I was weak, I was 
Virgin is also rumoured to be buying ugly, I was unpopular, I had a chronic 
up a controlling interest in British cough, I was cowardly, I smelt, ... " 
TELECOM, Maggie Thatcher's an- (Writers and their Work: No. 39) . 
swer to I::KJ<IC. t..iesp"1te in.ls conviction of failure, 
And so, under the direction of Mike Eric won a scholarship to Eton at the 
Radford , Virgin Records lept onto the tender age of thirteen . However, he 
Orwellian bandwagon . And to make claimed that "I did no work there and 
this venture even more double-plus- learned very little and I don't feel that 
good, Virgin execs AI Clarke and Eton has been much of a formative 
Robert Devereax pressured Euryth- influence in my life." (Writers and 
mic's Annie Lennox and David Stewart their Work: No. 39) 
into doing the movie' s soundtrack. This is to be expected, since most of 
When Annie and Dave finally agreed, Blair' s contemporaries did no work at 
they were promptly locked up in a their universities, but rather acquired 
recording studio and given seven days a b~dening of outlook and a confi-
to prepare the soundtrack "or else" . dence in the power of the mind to solve 
Although the· Dynamic Duo com- complex problems, which is far more 
pleted their assignment on time, they calculable than academic learning. 
were shut away for a further two Eton, in its tolerant attitude towards 
weeks, where they were forced to the individual and its appreciation of 
churn out one record and two rock - intellectual freedom, is more like a 
videos . university than a school. Most other 
While this was going on, director schools would have gotten rid of a boy 
Mike Radford was kept in the dark. who, when holding a scholarship, did 
And so, when he found out what the no work. 
Eurythmics were doing, he was under- In 1922, Eric chos'e not to go on to 
standably pissed off. At the 1984 Cambridge, even though he could 
Standard Film Awards, he lashed out have easily won a scholarship there. 
at the Eurythmics for "foistering their Instead, he got himself posted to 
soundtrack on me and interfering Burma as a wild colonial boy in the 
grossly d'auteur" (The Face, Jan . service of the Indian Imperial Police. 
1985) . To cover up their part in this One of his first assignments there was 
snafu, Mister Clarke and Monsieur to deal with a problem which was quite 
Devereaux gave Annie and Dave the common in that part of the world; 
pink slip under the pretext that their rampaging elephants . And so, when 
soundtrack would clash with the he received another report of an ele-
movie. phant going amok, he borrowed a rifle, 
But of course, this is something they and tracked the beast to a field, where 
should have known all along . So why it was resting peacefully. 
did AI Clarke and Robert Devereaux "As soon as I saw the elephant I 
get the Eurythmics involved in the first knew with perfect certainty that I 
place? Probably for the same reason ought not to shoot him. It is a serious 
that Sting was cast as the elusive matter to shoot a working elephant -
Feyd-Rautha Harkonnen (Dune) and it is comparable to destroying a huge 
David Bowie played an Aussie POW and costly piece ot machinery." How-
named Jack Celliers who was mistaken ever, the angry crowd standing behind 
for somebody, else (Merry Christmas him wanted to see Constable Blair 
Mister Lawrence) : to give a potential shoot the elephant. And so Eric took 
careful aim and fired. 
"In that instant, in too short a time, 
one would have thought, even for the 
bullet to get there, a mysterious 
terrible change had come over the ele-
phant. He neither stirred nor fell, but 
every lme ot his body had been alter-
ed . He looked suddenly stricken, 
shrunken, immensely old, as though 
the frightful impact of the bullet had 
paralysed him without knocking him 
down. At last, after what seemed a 
long time-it might have been five 
seconds, I dare say-he sagged flabb-
ily to his knees . His mouth slobbered . 
An enourmous senility seemed to have 
settled over him. One could ~-~ve 
imagined him thousands of years old. I 
fired again into the same spot." 
(Shooting an Elephant) 
By 1927, Eric Blair was already half 
determined to throw up the job "and 
one snuff of English air had already 
decided me. I was not going back to be 
part of that evil despotism . But I 
wanted much more than merely to 
escape my job." (Writers and their 
Work: No. 39) Apparently, Eric felt 
deep guilt over his experience in 
Burma, however, a friend of Eric's 
named Malcolm Muggeridge saw it a 
different way. 
"The ordinarily accepted view is 
that (Blair) was deeply revolted by 
what was expected of him as a member 
of the Burma Police Force, and that his 
subsequent political views were to 
some extent a consequence of the 
great revulsion of feeling thereby 
induced in him . Personally, I consider 
this is an oversimplification. 
" It is perfectly true that (Blair) was 
revolted by the brutality necessarily 
involved in police duties in Burma, as 
he was revolted by all forms of 
brutality, and indeed, to a certain 
extent by authority as such : 
but it is also true that 
there was a Kipling- · 
esque side to his character 
which made "him romanticize 
the Raj and · its mystique. 
"In this connexion it is significant' 
that one of the most vivid J 
descriptive passages i.n Burmese 
Days is of the hunting expedition: 
that Flory (the hero) went with\ 
Elizabeth. Another is the 
attack on a small handful of , 
Englishmen in their club 
by an ·enrage<;! Hurmese mob. _ t.. 
Hory was the hero ot the occasion . 
"The Rue du Coq d'Or, seven in the 
morning. A succession of furious yells 
from the street. Madame Monee, who 
kept the little hotel opposite mine, had 
come out on the pavement to address 
lodger on the third floor . Her bare 
were stuck into sabots and her 
hair was streaming down. 
"Madame Monee: 'Salope! Salope! 
How many times have I told you not to 
squash bugs on the wallpaper? Do you 
think you've bought the hotel, eh? 
Why can' t you throw them out the 
window like everyone 
else? Putain! 
Salope!-
He, wit_h ~is defacing birth-mark · .. 
unorthodox attitude towards the natives saved the 
situation, whereas Verrall, 'lieutenant the 
polo player, handsome and insolent ·b •.. 
ably failed .to put in an appear 
(Writers and their Work: No. 39) 
And so, Eric Blair quit his · · 
job and went to Paris, 
presumably to write books 
and articles . But · since no one 
in a foreign country Mr. Blair has 
iittle difficulty in finding a job. 
Eve!ltually he finds one, as a dishwasher 
in a big Paris hotel. 
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Brother (or knock it off already!) 
"The woman on the third floor: own experiences in London. Even-
'Vache.'" (Down and Out in Paris and tually, Blair came to dislike the book so 
London) much that he is said to have bought up 
For the next two years, Eric would and destroyed any copy he came 
be "down and out in Paris and across . 
London ." There was, he said, "A For about eighteen months, be-
feeling of relief, almost of pleasure, at tween 1932 and 1934, Eric worked as a 
knowing yourself at last genuinely bookseller's assistant . In 1935, he 
down and out. You have talked so moved from London (which he always 
often of going to the dogs -and well, detested) to Essex, where he ran a 
here are the dogs and you have chicken farm, a pub, and a store. 
re(!ched them, and you can stand it. It During this time, he wrote two books : 
takes a lot of anxiety." Keep the Aspidistra Flying and The 
BetWeen 1929 and 1932, Eric Blair Road to Wigan Pier. 
barely kept himself afloat as a private Although Keep the Aspidistra Fly-
tutor in cheap private schools . During ing was not a success, Eric Blair was 
s period Blair saw himself as a kind pleased by the number of young men clergy~an' s daughter who had a who wrote in to say they had the same 
of sex manifested in a cease- problem as the hero of the book. That 
lessly naggi~g conscience. As a matter is to say, taking _a _girl out for the ~ay 
of fact Ei"ic goes on to write on only a few sh1llmgs and wondermg 
A Cler~yman's drawing the whole time whether the m<?ney 
on his would last out. The Road to W1gan 
you, would you seriously 
by this guy? Sure you 
sa list: 
London · Cratical Essays 1946 
1933 The English People 1947 
1934 (appeared in Britain in Pictures) 
1935 Nineteen Eighty-Four 1949 
1936 Shooting an·Eiephan~ 1950 
1937 Such, such were the JOYS 1953 
and its (published ~sthumously) 
Contributions mclude: 
1938 The Betrayal of the Left . 1941 
1939 (An examination and refutat1on of 
1940 Communist policy from October 
1941 1939 to january 1941) . 
· ) An introduction to Love of Lafe and gem~~S other stories by jack London 1941 
Talking to India 1943 
(a series of transcripts) 
Volume one of British Pamphleteers 
of these works have been 
der Eric Blair's n<>ln-I"IArTl ... 
c-------..,;.1948 
II" . 
Pier on the other hand, is said to be his 
worst book. The Road to Wigan Pier is 
about lite in one of the most depressed 
areas ot the U.K., and was panned for 
allegedly not being objective. 
In 1936, Eric was well enough 
established to marry Eileen O'Shaugh-
nessy. He also decided to investigate 
what was going on in Spain . But in 
order to see anything of value, Eric 
needed political contacts . And so he 
got in touch with the Independent 
Labour Party, a rather forlorn offshoot 
of the existing Labour Party. 
The I.L.P. introduced Blair to the 
P.O.U.M. (Partido Obero de Unifi-
cation Marxista) , a small group with 
Anarchist affiliations . The volunteers 
who went with Eric included Bob 
Smillie (grandson of a noted miners' 
leader) and some former gun men of 
the Irish Republican Army. 
Poor Eric, who had gone to Spain to 
write newspaper articles, was now part 
of a militia armed with rusty 1896 
Mausers, and comprised mainly of 
teenagers who " were all happy and 
excited at the prospect of getting to the 
front at last. " (Homage to Catalonia] 
At five o'clock on a May morning, 
near a place called Huesca, Eric got 
involved in a firefight, and was sub-
sequently shot. The bullet, according 
to the Spanish doctors, missed sever-
ing Blair' s windpipe "by about a 
millimetre. " From now on, his voice 
would take on a rather cracked quality 
of which he was presumably unaware. 
While Eric was recovering from 
another wound picked up in Barcelona, 
the Republican side took a turn for the 
worse thanks to foreign intervention . 
Historians would later debate whether 
this intervention was Fat Herman's 
Condor Legion or Uncle Joe' s Spanish 
Inquisition . In any event, the P.O.U.M. 
was denounced by the Commun.ist 
faction, its offices were seized, and its 
leaders were e1ther 1mpnsonea ur 
liquidated. In the midst of all this, 
Blair took serious personal risks to 
help some of his friends before 
escaping across the border into France. 
Returning home, Eric lived m Hert-
fordshire for the next two years. He 
also took a winter trip to Morocco . 
when his war-wound became aggra-
vated . In 1939, he published Coming 
up for Air, which is about a middle-
aged insurance salesman who visits 
the little country town he was raised 
in, only to find it bombed off the map. 
Despite the war scare that was going 
on at the time, the book sold surpris-
ingly well. 
And sure enough, on September 3, 
1939, a war broke out. Eric made 
repeated efforts to join the army, but 
was rejected. He then volunteered for 
the Home Guard, got promoted to 
Sergeant, and took his duties very 
seriously. However, it was later said 
that he was never really at home in his 
dealings with the physical universe. 
In the autumn of 1941, Eric joined 
the Indian service of the B.B.C. He 
immediately threw himself into his 
work with renewed vigor. For the rest 
of the war, Eric consistantly overwork-
ed himself in an airless room under 
artificial lighting . He also insisted on 
personally delivering all the talks to 
Malaya, since this was his special field 
of operations . 
Sometime between November 1943 
and February 1944, Eric Blair wrote 
"the only one of my books I really 
sweated over" (Writers and their 
Works :No. 39) . The book Animal Farm 
describes what happens after a group 
of farm animals drive their tyrannical 
master off his farm . This book was 
rejected by four publishers on the 
grounds that it was impossible to 
publish a book that attacked a military 
ally. For some reason, the book was 
interpreted as an attack on Stalin's 
Communism. No matter. As soon as 
the war ended, the book became a 
major success in Britain and the 
United States . 
In the last year of the war, Eric's 
wife, Eileen, collapsed and died after a 
minor operation. Eric later remarked 
that this was probably due to a lack of 
strength as both had consistantly gone 
without their rations "so that there 
should be more for other people." 
(Writers and their Works: No. 39) Eric 
would spend the next two years in 
London as a successful author and 
established journalist. 
Then in 1947, Eric was anxious to 
get away from London as he was 
totally exhausted and feared a possible 
atomic war. And so Eric took up 
residence on the remote island of Jura 
on the west coast of Scotland. It was 
there that he churned out his famous 
book, Nineteen Eighty-Four. 
Although the island of Jura was very 
nice from a scenic perspective, Eric 
could have scarcely picked a worse 
place to write. Conditions at the farm 
were so . primitive that in damp 
weather the house dripped. 
Before 'long, he was obliged 
to check into a hospital near 
Glasgow. By 1949, Eric was 
forced to enter a sanitorium in 
Gloucestershire. He then was 
removed to University College 
Hospital. Upon finishing 
Nineteen Eighty-Four, Eric 
remarked, "It wouldn't have 
been so gloomv, if I hadn't 
been so ill ." (Writers and 
their Works : No. 39) 
In late 1949, Eric married for 
the second time . This time, it 
was Sonia Brownell who had 
been an edito~ial ass1stant at 
Horizon magazine. With her, 
Eric discussed plans to concen-
trate his stories on the treatment 
of human relationships . 
Unfortunately, those 
plans were not to be completed, 
for on January 23rd, 1950, Eric 
Arthur Blair died of a 
hemorrhage. He was 46. 
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I -Care at Douglas College 
tv1ost of us don't have any problems 
with reading and writing so it is hard 
to believe that there are about five 
million people in Canada who function 
by LINDA CALDWELL 
·below the grade eight level . Among 
these people there are one million who 
find it difficult to read material that is 
above the grade five level . 
In 1981 , Census Canada estimated 
that British Columbia had a population 
of 2,744,467, and among these people, 
53,710 have less than five years' 
schooling. There are also 220,980 
people who have five to eight years of 
schooling in the population aged 
fifteen or over, and are out of school. 
Joyce Cameron is the instructor of 
Basic Literacy in the ABE (Adult Basic 
Education) program at Douglas 
College. 
Within ABE is a program called 
1-Care, which means Individual Com-
munity Adult Reading Education. It is 
a training program for volunteer tutors 
who he I p to teach the students to read. 
Eileen Bowcott is the Co-ordinator of 
Volunteer Training. 
In order for a person to function 
easily in our society he must be able to 
read. This is called functional reading, 
and may include: 
- getting a driver' s license; 
- filling in an application form; 
-voting; 
- using a telephone book; 
- shopping for groceries; 
- reading a newspaper; 
- reading cookbooks or mem:~s; 
-using recreational facilities or comm-
unity groups, police or fire depart-
ment; 
- reading labels on prescriptions or 
household preparations; 
- writing letters; 
- reading schedules from bus depots, 
airports or train stations; 
- preparing a resume; 
- reading a trade manual or a guide 
book from work. 
These are activities that most of us 
-- take for granted. 
The students choose to come to this 
program, not because they have to, 
but because they want to. They come 
to learn how to read, or if they already 
know how to read they come to 
improve their reading skills. 
Their families may have been af-
fluent, or maybe not so well off. The 
student may have had a job, or have 
never worked at all. It could be that a 
student had missed out on learning to 
read and write due to geographic or 
economic reasons. Possibly it was 
difficult for a student to travel to 
school, or maybe an illness had put a 
stop to their learning. 
Sometimes a student who enrolls in 
this program is not totally illiterate, so 
an assessment is made to see how 
much the student already knows about 
reading . There are several classes -
beginners, intermediate and advanced, 
and as· a student progresses, he moves 
up into the next class. He may be just 
learning to read, or may be fluent in 
reading and improving reading skills. 
A student may need special teaching 
techniques if he has any auditory or 
visual trouble. 
· Volunteer tutors have been used in 
other parts of Canada and in other 
countries. It has been shown by 
experience that students, people in 
trades and business, housewives, and 
retired people can be successful in 
literacy training. A student can have 
his confidence and morale boosted by 
a volunteer tutor. He can have his 
reading skills improved to a point 
where he will feel ready to continue his 
education in group study, or in a night 
class at a community college. Once a . 
person sees himself as a success at 
learning, he can make his own life. 
The Magic of VIA's 
Youth Canrailpass. 
The More you Travel. The More you Save. 
If you want to see a lot of Canada for as little as possible, 
a VIA Youth Canrailpass is just the ticket, because 
the more you use it, the more you'll save! And with 
VIA Rail, you just sit back, relax and soak up the scenery, 
while we do all the driving! 
Youth Canrailpasses are available anybody ag&r 
12-24 for travel on all VIA routes. But you can buy one 
just for the West, the East, for the area between Quebec 
City and Windsor, as well as for coast-to-coast. A choice 
for any budget. 
You can travel as often as you like, whenever you like, 
and stop-over wherever you like. Simply pay for your 
pass before your first departure, then all your tickets 
are issued at no extra cost while your pass is valid. You 
need a ticket for all trains and reservations are required 
for reserved seats ... but there's no extra charge. 
With your Youth Canrailpass, you know exactly what 
your trip will cost before you set off. It's the smart, low-
cost way to see Canada ... on your own or with friends. 
With VIA, you're in a special world of comfort and calm. 
The train. The perfect way to start a trip and the most 
rewarding way to get there. 
To get going, see your Travel Agent or call VIA Rail to 
obtain your Youth Canrailpass. 
&-day 15-day 22·day 30..day 
CROSS-CANADA PASS 
$230• $250* 
- - $300•• $325** 
WINNIPEG AND EAST 
$150* $175• 
- $190** $220*• -
WINNIPEG AND WEST 
$145* $160* 
- $185•• $205•• -
QUEBEC CITY /WINDSOR CORRIDOR $90• $115• 
$90•• $115** - -
•Pass valid until June 14, 1985 and from September 16, 1985. 
.. Price for high season: from June 15-September 15 inclusive. 
A Youth Canratlpass entitles the holder to coach travel. Daynlter, club or sleeping 
car accomodation, as well as meals. may be purchased by paying the applicable 
supplemental charge. Not valid for travel on April 4, April 8 or from December 15 
to January 4. 
Come Feel the 
Take the Train. 
----------------entertai nment __ At>_r•r_1s,_i985_· P_.Ac_-E_lf 
1985: summer in the city 
Well kids, another year has come 
and gone, and soon we'll all be free, 
like swallows and butterflies . No more 
nasty school, and a lot more free time: 
by JOEL HAGEN 
these are the wonderful symptoms of 
the months May through August. 
I'm sure most of you are asking 
yourselves, "what am I going to do all 
summer?", and we here at The Other 
Press are going to try to fill you in on 
some of the less publicized events that 
will be coming your way in the next 
few month~ ~Qme are annual happen-
ings that pop up every year, and others 
are brand new. I' ll try to cover lots of 
ground in a short time, so fasten your 
seatbelts and prepare yourself for a 
trip into the entertainment world of a 
somewhat deranged spam. 
The 8th Annual Vancouver Folk 
Music Festival 
I' ve always regretted that (missed 
the first three folk festivals, but at the 
time I was young ... heck; naive! My 
taste in music was far from discerning, 
and I thought that CFRO stood for 
some European terrorist group. 
Now that I've matured, I've come to 
love and appreciate the folk fest, and I 
never miss it. Last year, with the most 
marvellous weather this side of lotus 
land (we should be in lotus land, but 
thanks to the Socreds, the lotuses are 
dead) , almost 70 singers, bands, 
dancing troupes, poets and actors put 
on the best show that money can buy, 
guaranteed . 
Only $35 dollars (if you get in on a 
group ticket) buys two and a half days 
of marvellous music, friendly people, 
good food, and much spiritual med-
icine. 
Don't worry about the lack of big 
names at the festival. One thing I've 
learned in my long and arduous years 
as a critic is that fame and quality 
don ' t necessarily go hand in hand . 
This year' s festival runs from July 
19 to 21 at Jericho Park. For info, 
phone the Vancouver Folk Music 
Festival Society at 879-2931, or get on 
their mailing list: 3271 Main Street, 
Vancouver, VSW 3M6. 
The 4th Annual Vancouver 
International Film Festival 
I caught this one from its inception, 
and it also offers exceptional value. In 
1982, the festival ran for two weeks 
and offered the viewer 39 films. It has 
since grown steadily, and this year 
over 120 movies from 30 countries will 
run for a month at the Ridge, Van-
couver East, and Hollywood theatres. 
Rather than raising ticket prices this 
year, the festival has lowered them, 
offering a real steal. For as little as $50 
you can see every show. If you aren't 
quite so dedicated, a ten show pass 
can be purchased for $25. 
My personal preference is for the 
Australian imports. Last Year's The 
Clinic, Heatwave (with Judy Davis), 
and Puberty Blues (directed by Bruce 
Beresford) were all exceptional. This 
year promises more good stuff from 
down under, as well as lots of films 
from Europe, Japan, Latin America, 
and r own bi bastion of free enter-
prise, North America. 
The festival runs from May 10 to 
June 6, and tickets and info can be had 
at the Ridge Theatre, 3131 Arbutus 
Street, Vancouver. The "hotline" for 
the festival is 738-0400. 
The Asia Pacific Festival 
Just how many festivals can an 
impressionable young spam handle, 
anyways? This one, which takes place 
in Vanier Park from June 6 - 14, is 
being sponsored by the Asia Pacific 
Festival Society. It will receive piles of 
grants and money from corporations 
and government agencies, so expect 
some panache and flair . 
International performers will be 
coming from as far away as India, the 
Philippinesand Thailand. China' s par-
ticipants, the Ningxia Performing Art 
Troupe, will probably be well worth 
seeing for their acrobatics and dance. 
Any fans of the shadow theatre that 
was so marvellous in The Year of 
living Dangerously will want to catch 
prize-winning puppeteer I Wayan 
Wija, from Indonesia. 
Canada will also have participants 
and performing groups from local 
ethnic community organizations. In-
formation about the festival can be had 
687-0651 . 
The White Rock Summer Theatre 
The White Rock Theatre knows what 
people are looking for on a warm 
summer evening, and all of their pro-
ductions have a definite seasonal 
"feel" to them. 
Past productions, like 18 Wheels 
and Sleuth, were very well done, and 
this season should bring equally good 
quality with two comedies; Bedroom 
Farce and Blithe Spirit, as well as 
Gwendoline, a drama for the more 
sombre crowd. 
The comedies are guaranteed rib 
ticklers, and a great way to end a day 
at the beach. Bedroom Farce is by 
Alan Ayckbourn, author of The Nor-
man Conquests, and involves his usual 
cast of confused married couples . 
Blithe Spirit is more of a farce, with a 
wild cast of ghosts, psychics and other 
somewhat weird people. 
The season opens June 28 and 
reservations can be made by calling 
536-1343. Don't forget to bring along 
Annette and Frankie. 
The Music Front 
Looking into my crystal ball, I see a 
maelstrom of good vibes brewing for 
summer of 1985. The best and the 
brightest on the local music scene are 
to "ex lode into rock'n roll" 
:;, .. -.~ -
... ~.... . .... 
(thanks Bruce), and in North America, 
the rock'n roll "renaissance" is going 
to go mainstream. 
I won't lay any money on either of 
these predictions, but the signs show 
that the times are right. Bands like 
Poisoned, The Enigmas, Family Plot, 
Work Party and Slow are getting lots 
of exposure and lots of press, and they 
are making lots of music. And it's good 
music too, so don't wait for these 
bands to get famous and leave our 
little village; check them out while you 
have the chance. 
The American rock and roll renaiss-
ance is in the hands of an ever-growing 
number of bands, and has passed all 
the critical hurdles . R.E.M. and los 
lobos won accolades the last two years 
in Rolling Stone, and we proles are 
finally taking notice. 
Cotta go. Hang loose. Stay alive. 
Have fun . Dance lots, and in the words 
of brother Zonker, have a "far-freakin 
out" time. 
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The Zulu Review 
Paisley blooms in early spring 
Did we step into a timewarp to 1968? American popular culture which they Children of the Sun by the M1sunder- success, d1splaymg bands well worth 
Are we at the Grooveyard or the celebrate through brief versions of 16 stood and 7 Af:ld -r Is by Love were check~ng out. Slow and The Enigmas 
Retinal Circus? No, this is the 1985 Tons and The love Boat Theme. A weat to hear, smce both bands are so espec1ally demonstrated the power 
version of those golden days of pleasant surprise was the inclusion of little known . and energy of local music, and we 
the folk classic If 1 Had A Hammer Paul McKenzie, the lead singer, would recommend them to anyone. Go 
by DAVE WATSOIIII which was supercharged without los~ cavorted about the stage a~ th~ band Four 3 seems a bit weak, but they 
and JOEl HAGEN ing its message. An old Subhuman's ~ccelerated the tempo, playmg mcred- d~serve at least one more chance to 
Vancouver musical talent. We are at 
the fifth annual Zulu Records revue-
featuring three local bands and a-
nother from Seattle, all for $6.50. 
The first band up was Slow, who's 
first single, I Broke the Circle, is 
numbe~one on the CITR playlist. All 
band members are under twenty, 
which enables them to combine the 
influences of punk with the heavy 
psychedelia of the late sixties. 
Slow are a band in touch with their 
audience, in fact they are frequently in 
the midst of their audience. Tom 
Anselmi, the lead singer, and Chris-
tain Christian, the guitarist, constantly 
leap off the stage to mingle while 
playing . Terry Russell , the drummer, 
is probably shackled, but he takes out 
his exuberance on his drum kit, pro-
ducing a driving rhythm in combin-
ation with Stephen Hamm's thumping 
bass riffs . 
Halfway through their set, three 
girls dressed as go-go dancers came 
out to whiplash their heads and wind-
mill their arms-adding another note 
of authenticity to the revivalist theme 
of the evening. Next to the perform-
ance of their single, the highlight of 
Slow's set was a cover of Gimme 
Shelter, rocked up with a vitality Mick 
hasn't given it for 15 years . 
Slow's encore was announced as 
"the coolest song on the whole 
planet" -Heatwave. It was fantastic. 
This band deserves an A for energy 
and a D for Tom's comic strip pants 
and paisley shirt. We can only pray 
that pop-art doesn't rear its ugly head 
Seattle's Young Fresh Fellows were 
next up. They are obsessed with North 
tune, Inquisition Day was also fea- 1bly f~st. For the encore, Paul donned wm us ov~r. Look around for these 
tured. a sw1m mask and snorkel to do the bands, for l1ttle more than the price of 
B52ish Teenage Barnacle from their a movie you can see energetic rock in a 
first, sold out EP. small hall, the way it was always YFF' s own material is fun pop with great hooks and harmonies. Hopefully 
they will be back soon and often. 
Go Four 3 was the evening's only 
disappointment. This band has a 
problem in live performance: they're 
dull. 
The band's drumming is lackluster 
timekeeping, functional but not excit-
photo by Dave Watson 
ing, so the beat became monotonously 
similar. The crowd seemed to agree, 
and replaced frenetic dancing with 
noncommittal headbobbi ng . 
The band does show promise, 
however. Roxanne, the lead singer has 
a good range, especially in the higher 
registers, and they have a fine 
Ventures-like lead guitar sound which 
combines well with the pulsating bass. 
The two guitars are the best feature 
of Go Four 3, and this was demon-
strated by the instrumental performed 
as the second to last song of their set. 
It was one of the few high points. 
Go Four 3 should develop their stage 
presence and make their live shows 
less uneven, meaning they should 
build energy throughout their show, 
not play a couple of good numbers and 
then wimp out. 
The Enigmas came on last and 
topped everything that came before. 
Optical illusions and mindbending 
distortions were projected on the screen 
behind the stage as the band cranked 
out old favourites and new songs from 
their second EP. Strangely Wild, the 
title song, and Monster In the Base-
ment fit in perfectly with rave up 
covers like Bend Me, Shape Me, 




Spring is here, and the young 
fresh band of the month is ... the 
envelope please ... The Enigmas! 
The group just headlined a gig at 
the Commodore last week, and their 
new E.P., Strangely Wild, is into its 
second pressing. 
What's so enigmatic about all 
that? Well, buy their record and 
find out. These four guys are a 
critic's nightmare because they 
can't be pidgeonholed. They are 
just what their name and logo 
suggests, enigmatic question 
marks. 
Perhaps unique is a better word, 
because enigmatic suggests some 
rich guy wearing flippers and a 
batman suit, walking his pet rock 
along the Upper Levels Highway. 
That would simply be weird, and 
The Enigmas are far better than 
that. In common English, they are 
fun, different, kill and word. Got it? 
Strangely Wild is made up of six 
very topical songs. What a refresh-
ing change! I must admit that I am 
getting a bit tired of "boy meets 
girl. .. " lyrics . I don't need the 
pressure. I'd much rather hear 
Monsters in the Basement. It in-
cludes every creature that ever 
crawled from under your bed and 
onto your walls on those miserable 
evenings when the nightlight was 
burned out. Whimper. 
Coleridge should also be sleeping 
soundly. His Ancient Mariner is 
alive and well in the excellent Flying 
Dutchman, a wild and somewhat 
Satanic tale of a tall ship and the 
violent sea. 
If The Enigmas could be boxed 
and labelled, they'd be classified as 
a rock/punk hybrid. The music is 
good, with lots of hooks and it is 
fast. No one is allowed the leisure of 
hanging onto one note for too long, 
and lead singer Paul MacKenzie has 
a great voice. 
It makes for some pretty interest-
ing fare, especially since Mac-
Kenzie and his fellow band mem-
bers (Mike Davies, guitar; Brian 
Olinek, bass; and Randy Bowman, 
drums) have that crucial advantage 
of having a distinctive musical niche 
all to themselves . 
I guess that's why they're The 
Enigmas, and why I'm only some 
guy writing a story about them . 
There ought to be a law ... 
-.. 
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e eYerl Sisters 
E.P. 
Now available 
in every record store 
known to man (if it isn't, ask) 
.. 
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Chapter three, in which Doug Finnerty goes to 
see a bunch of movies (and tells Us all about them) 
Mask (1985) is based on the true 
story of Rocky Dennis, a boy who was 
born with a facially disfiguring condi-
tion called "craniodiaphyseal dys-
plasia" (the depositing of calcium at 
an abnormal rate throughout the 
skull) . This condition gave Rocky the 
appearance of wearing an Alfred E. 
Neuman mask, which left him open to 
persecution from his inferiors. 
However, Rocky's mother Rusty 
(Cher) and her biker friends have 
refuseg t9 give up on Rocky (Eric 
Stoltz) as they know that there are 
more to people than just looks. Rocky 
is determined to go places (for 
instance he' s planning a trip to 
Europe) and refuses to let anything or 
anyone get in his way. To this end, he 
wins most of his classmates and 
teachers over to his side by showing 
off his intellect. Rocky also tries to 
cure his mother of her serious drug 
abuse problem. Finally, Rocky Dennis 
graduates from the ninth grade with 
honours, and goes to summer camp as 
a counselor where things begin to 
change. 
It' s nice to see that Peter Bogdano-
vich has come up with another 
excellent film . Part of this comes from 
Anna Hamilton Phelan' s screenplay 
which brings in some of the more 
humourous elements in Rocky' s life. 
However, one of the major surprises 
comes in the form of Cher who as 
Rusty, proves without a doubt that she 
can act (which is more than I can say 
for Sonny Bono). Another surprise was 
Eric Stoltz's portrayal of Rocky, which 
was good despite the fact that the ten 
A dog tale 
The Dog Who Stopped the 
War (1985) is Les Productions 
le Fete's first film in a nine 
part series entitled Tales For 
All. 
During winter vacation, 
Luke (Cedric J ourde) and his 
pals decide to rei ieve the bore-
dom by forming a private 
army. However, with no effec-
tive opposition whatsoever, 
Luke divides the army into two 
teams and the war is on . 
Theoretically, it' s a one-sid-
ed match since Luke' s forces 
outnumber Mark' s (Julien 
Elie) two to one. In reality, a 
snow fortress designed by 
architectural genius Warren 
(Due Minh Vu) makes Mark's 
team more than a match . In 
addition, two sisters named 
Sophie (Maripierre Arseneau 
D'Amour) and Julie (Julie 
Martel) join up with Mark to 
give the term " total war" a 
new meaning. Inevitably, the 
war gets out of hand. 
Even though The Dog Who 
Stopped the War is essentially 
a children's movie, it offers 
some excellent parables on 
war and sexism . 
The Dog Who Stopped the 
War is now playing at the 
Royal Centre Cineplex. 
A Nos Amours 
A Nos Amours (1983) is the 
winner of France's "Cesar 
Award'' for the best picture of 
1983. 
After losing her virginity to 
an American drifter (Tom 
Stevens) , at summer camp, 
Suzanne (Sandrine Bonnaire) 
breaks up with her steady boy-
friend, Luc (Cyr Boitard) . She 
then begins sleeping around. 
However, things are not so 
rosy after her father (director 
Maurice Pilat) walks out on 
the family . What follows is a 
classic case of family instabil-
ity. 
In this movie, Suzette 
seems to be just a prop. 
However, her best friend 
(Anne-Sophie Marie), creepy 
older brother (Dominique Bes-
nehard) , and psychotic mother 
(Evelyne Ker) manage to save 
the show. All in all, this film 
does not paint a very bright 
picture of family life in France. 
A Nos Amours is now 
playing at the Royal Centre 
Cineplex. 
layers _of make-up necessary to re-
create Rocky's face made things a little 
uncomfortable for Eric. 
Mask, rated mature, is now playing 
at the Varsity, West Van Odeon, 
Westminster Mall, and Royal Centre. 
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announcements 
Benefit for the Vancouver Five 
Friday, April19 
Victoria Drive Community Hall 
2026 East 43rd Ave. 
For further information call 52~ 
5486, ask for Muriel Minshall , Edu-
cational Planner. 
Job #151 
Position: House helper 
Location: New Westminster 
lost and tound 
FOUND IN LIBRARY 
Man' s gold ring, 
Entertainment begins at 8:30 with : 
business 
personals 
Job Description: help with 7 month old 
twins and light housework. 
Qualifications: Mature person with 
experience. 
Hours : 3-4 hours each day, 5 day week 
Pay: $3.37 /hour 
Two women's silver watches, 
One woman's gold coloured I.D. 
bracelet. 
To claim: see Georgina Davis in the 




Contact: Counselling receptionist for 
more information. GROUP ADVISING SESSIONS 
APRIL 15 -19, 1985 Aya (a women's acappella group) 
and live theatre with Acting Up. 
There will also be food, videos and 
info tables. 
CONNECTIONS WORD 
PROCESS INC SERVICE 
Job #155 
Position: Childcare 
Location: Surrey- Bear Creek area 
Hours: Saturdays, 8 a.m. - 6 p.m., 
permanent 
All sessions start promptly at times 
advertised and are approximately 11h -
2 hours in length . Disabled assistance will be available. There will be offsite childcare with 
good children's films and activities. 
Overnight childcare is also available. 
please phone 251-6090 or 253-2802 to 
pre-register. Children' s shuttle serv1ce 
leaves the hiill at 9 p.m. 
For all your typing -needs 
Student Discounts 




mos. old · 
Qualifications: E.C.E. student 
Pay: $30.00/day Commerce& 
Business 
University Transfer 





Contact: Counselling receptionist for 
more information . 
Tickets are $3 to $6 and are available 
at Octopus Books, Spartacus Books, 
Women's Bookstore, l'vkLeod' s and 
Ariel Books . 
Athletic Banquet and SOC1al 
April25, Upper Cafeteria 
Banquet ticket: $9.50 purchased from 
Betty Lou Hayes, room 1338 
He1p Wanted- Part-time at Barnacle's 
Restaurant in the Royal Towers . See 
Carl after 4 pm, Thurs. and Fri. 
Job #156 
Position: Care person for elderly 
woman 





Lorraine ]ob #147 
Position: Babysitter 
Social only tickets: $2.00, available 
throu~ D.C. athelete 
Location: Richmond area 
Hours:10:30 - 2:30 or 2:30 to 6:30 
Tuesday to Saturday 
Job Description: Look after a 71h 
month old boy. 
Location: New Westminster 
Hours: Evenings, 9 p.m. to 8 a.m. 
Pay: $10.00/night 
Job #158 
Position: Camp jobs 
Location: Boys' and Girls' Club of 
Greater Vancouver, Camp Potlatch 
Hours: June 30th to August 30, 1985 
Pay: varies with position and includes 








INF TION SESSION ON 
THEATRE PROGRAMS 
Date: Wednesday, April 17, 1985 
Time: s:oo- 7:00p.m. 
Pay $2.00 per hour 
Contact: Counselling receptionist for 
more information. 
Place: Douglas College, room 2710 
This session is for potential students 
to learn about the Douglas College 
theatre programmes. 
)ob #150 
Positions: Junior positions 










The following areas will be dis-
cussed: 
Where: With Overwaitea for expand-
ing branch offices 
Hours: Not determined wanted Nursing Thurs ., April18 RN, RPN, ACCESS 1 & 2 10:00 a.m. L TCA, Emergency & 1711 
Qualifications: People interested in the 
food industry, preferably marketing 
and business students. 
Bass player looking for people to jam 
with evenings and weekends. Prefer 
post-punk-rockabilly-psychedelic-
blues, but will settle for just about 
anything. 
Occupational Health Muriel 
1. The full-time theatre programme; 
2. Theatre major, university transfer 
programme; Pay: "$7.00- $12.00/hour 
Chairside Dental 
Assistant 
Incl . U.B.C. 3. Admission and audition require-
ments . 
Contact: Counselling receptionist will 
be taking resumes until April 25, 1985 Phone Stew: 525-5296. & Dental Hygiene 
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CLUBS 
THE TOWN PUMP • 66 Water St., 
Gastown, 683-6695. Cover charge. Jolumy 
and the Dlatnletlou, until Aprill3 . MJabty 
Joe Yo11111 - April 22 - 24. The Beverly 
Sa.ten • April 25 • 27. 
RAILWAY CLUB· 579 Dunsmuir St., 681-
1625. Saturday jazz, from 3 · 7 p.m. Cover · 
Sl for members, $2 for nonmembers. 
Roeldng Foola, until Aprill3. The P.U..UU 
· April 15 • 20. Forelp LeaJoa · April 22 · 
23. Maaao Dab · April24 - 27. 
CLUB SODA • lOSS Hornby, 681-8202. 
Cover $2 Mon. - Thurs., S4 Fri. & Sat. 
(more for special attractions). Harleqm, 
Aprill6-17. 
SAVOY · 6 Powell St., Gastown, 687-0418. 
Cover $2 Mon. - Thurs. , SJ Fri. & Sat. No 
cover charge before 9 p.m. Grape& ol 
Wrath, Aprill5 · 17. B.B. GUor, April18 • 
20. Peter Leltdt JUII Quartet, April 22. 
Belle You Ullele, April23. W.. 66, from 
Boston, April24 • 25. Herald Nh, April26 • 
7,7. Go Fou 3, April29 • 30. 
SBAMPEitS • Denman Hotel, 1733 Comox 
St., 684-6262. 52 cover on weekends. J ... 
Bynea • Apf!l 22 • 24. 
THEATRE 
THEATRESPORTS • Comedy improvis-
ation every Friday and Saturday nights, 11 
p.m. at City Stqe, 751 _J:burlow St. , 688-
1435. Excruciatingly funny, teams (Wok the 
Dog, Used Karma, Tide's In· Dirt's Out) of 
actors think fast to create on the spot 
theatre, and it sure beats the hell out ol 
Saturday Niaht Live and Johnny Carsoa. Be 
sure to io early because there are lineups 
about as loaa as this scar a JUY showed me 
on his stomach during a bus trip from 
d9Wntown to East Van. He said a pollee dna 
did it. .. 
AINT'T ~VIN' • s~a April15 
at the Arts Club Review Theatre. Tix at 
usual outliets. lafo and times: 687-1644. 
Just how long can one play last? Ain't 
Misbehavin' has been going strong for 
about a year now, and shows no sign of 
slowing down. 
FAMILY MAtTERS • Arts Club Theatre 
Granville Island, through April, and prob-
ably till the end of the year, if it runs even 
one fourth of the time that TaJldDa Dirty 
lasted. After all, they are by the same play-
wright (Sherman Snultal), and if he has the 
right formula again the show will be a hit. 
Showtimes are 8:30p.m. , Monday . Friday, 
and 6:30 & 9:30 p.m. on Saturdays. For 
info and reservations, 687-1644. 
SEX TIPS FOR MODERN GUllS • through 
April at the Arts Club Seymour. Showtimes 
are 8:30p.m., Monday · Friday, and 6:30 & 
9:30 p.m. on Saturdays. 687-1644. Our 
sexually rabid society is examined here, 
with both humour and some believable 
drama. If I had my way, I'd change the title 
to " Sex Tips for Modem Bipedal Human-
oids", because even though it' s the modem 
girls who are up on stage, us modem pys 
in the audience get the message. Highly 
recommended. Reserve early because this 
piece of theatre is pretty popular mainten-
ant. 
PIAF, BElt SONGS, BElt LOVES· at City 
Stage until April 20. Tix at VTCICBO. For 
info., phone 688-1436. 
THE SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL • until April 
20 at the Q.E. Playhouse. Tix $10.50 
(discounts are available for students) at 
V.T.C. or the Playhouse Box Office, 
873-3311. Runs nightly except Sunday. I 
had a chance to see this, but 1 blew it, so I'll 
give you the second hand news. Along with 
Slle S,.... • c..q.., this is the only 18th 
century British comedy to have withstood 
the ravaaes of time (2 centuries worth), and 
maintaiDed Its Initial popularity. However, 
local reviews Indicate that It' s a bit of a 
pompous and overblown production, but 
like I say, second hand news. · 
CONCERTS 
D.O.A. I SCISSORS I NO MEANS NO I 
SLOW · April 13, New York Theatre, 639 
Commercial. Showtime for this all-agers 
gig is 7:30 p.m. Tix S6 advance, 57 at the 
door. Definitely a good deal, this show will 
probably run till after midnight. D.O.A. 
has a new album of material, and Slow is a 
good band in the paisley I psychedelia 
genre. No Means No is hardcore, and I 
haven' t heard Scissors. 
JOHN LEE HOOKER AND THE COAST 
TO COAST BLUES BAND • April 20, the 
Commodore. Doors open at 8 p.m. Tix SlO 
at VTC/CBO outlets. Info. 280-4411 . 
RONNIE GILBERT • April 14, the Van-
couver East Cultural Centre, 8 p.m. Tix $8. 
For reservations, phone 254-9578. Do not 
miss this! Ronnie Gilbert is one of the 
original Weavers and, like Pete Seeger, is a 
passionate and experienced performer. 
She's got a voice that resonates with power 
and feeling, and will be playing old stuff 
(yea!) and new stuff (more yea!). 
NIK KERSHAW I JUMP· April21 , 8 p.m., 
at the SUB Ballroom at U.B.C. Tix at VTCI 
CBO outlets. lnfo. 280-4411. SUB shows 
are great because you get to boogie, so 
don't forget the dancing togs. 
JANE MOil'l'IFEE • April21 , 8 p.m. Arts 
Club Theatre on Granville bland. Tu: $10 
advance at usual outlets, and 512 at the 
door. Info. 687-1644. 
IIADIO 
CBC • FM 115.7 
~New Wa-. Sunday· Thursday from 
midnight to 6 a.m. Hosted by Auausta La 
Paix (yes, this is how you spell it), Brave 
New Waves is primal late niaht alternative 
radio. Tbe first hour Is the best, with music 
ranaJaa from B..._ 0. and the D.K.'s up 
to marginal mainstream acts like 1-'-
~and 'l'lle ._.......,,There is a 
featare every nlaht on a certain band or 
singer, with a selection of works and a bio. 
After 1 a.m., it gets kind of boring, with 
interviews and stuff. 
Nlabt IJDes, Friday and Saturday from 
midnight to 6 a.m. This one' s 100 percent 
music, and is hosted by Ron Robinson. The 
material is similar to Brave New Waves, 
but there's six times more of it. 
CFMI- FM 101 
One of the only commercial radio stations 
around with halfway decent specialty 
shows. The best is SlUlday Mondlla 
BfUIIeb, from 9 a.m. · 12 noon, hosted by 
Ellie O'Day. She has free reign for 3 hours 
and gets to play what she wants, which is 
usually pretty good stuff. Also good is the 
Off the Wall hour, from 10 - 11 p.m., 
Monday to Thursday, Dtaeam.tary, three 
times a day (9 a.m., noon, 11 p.m.), and 111 
Toaeb, Sundays, from noon - 1 p.m. 
CFRO • FM Ul2.7 
This is Vancouver's co-op radio station, and 
they dish up every genre of music imagin-
able. Operated and dee-jayed by volun-
teers, CFRO is far from slick. Definitely a 
preference for cotton and wool over 
polyester. Pick up Radle Wav•, a guide to 
CFRO programming, at libraries and 
record stores. 
cmt · FM 102 
Really alternative and really hard to pick up 
(they have a 40 watt transmitter, purport-
edly powered by gerbils enslaved on tread-
mills), CITR is the bellt forum for hearing 
local music. CITR's radio guide, nt.eonler, 
is a\lailable at fine stores throughout the 
universe. 
MOVIES 
STOP MAKING SENSE I THE LAST 
WALTZ· until April14 at the Vancouver 
East Cinema, 7th Ave. and Commercial, 
253-5455, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Two of the 
best coacert fllms ever made, the first · a 
sensory naaalmo bar, the second a who's 
who of roc:k'n roll. 
THE HIT at the Ridge Theatre, 16th and 
Arbutus, 738-6311 . Showtimes, 7:30 and 
9:30 p.m. Stars John Hurt and features 
some original music by Eric Clapton and 
Roger Waters. 
ROCKY HORROR PICI'URE SHOW • 
every Friday midnight at the Studio 
Cinema, 919 Granville, 681-1732. Still loads 
of fun, even after all these years. 
GALLERIES 
NEW WESTMINisTER PUBUC LIBRARY 
• through April, drawings and paintings by 
Iaaebora Raymer, and prints and colin-
graphs by Huel KJna. 
PllT INTERNA110NAL GALLERY • 36 
Powell St. , 681-6740. Until April 20, Sa 
SebMe • paintings and photographs, Paal 
Ewert • paintings and sculptures, and 
Harry R1111-'-a - participation paint-
ings. April 22 - May 4 • Ladeeapea, a 
group exhibition. 
VANCOUVER AJlT GALLERY • 750 Hom-
by St. , 682-5621. Until June 2, a large 
Chinese exhibit is featured, with porcelein 
works, paintings and photographs . . 
SUUEY AJlT GALLERY • 13750 • 88th 
Ave., Surrey, 596-1515. Until April 28, 
paintings by s- ._._ and n... 
....... 
BuaNABY AJlT GALLERY • 6344 Gilpin 
St., Burnaby, 291-9441. Until May 5, &w 
Did Y- Gad. Glewt, an artistic loot at 
gardening, featuring photographs and 
paintinas by famous folks like Jack Shad-
bolt, and local folks like Maraaret Devenyi. 
U.B.C. FINE AM'S GAUDY • basement 
of the main library. Undl Aprl127, Apllllt 
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